Congratulations, you’re now live on SuccessFactors Employee Central...and you’re probably already thinking about ongoing support for your productive instance, as well as managing future Employee Central releases.

When preparing regression tests for new Employee Central releases, so much time and energy is spent on creating test data. And without anonymizing options, sensitive data is at risk of exposure to unauthorized personnel.

Accenture Clone and Test for Cloud, based on the SAP HANA Cloud Platform, is a software solution that creates reliable, meaningful and authentic test data.

Our solution reduces the time and effort needed to generate test data across multiple environments. Test and training environments are constructed using authentic data from productive Employee Central instances. By taking away the administrative effort in setting up new test environments, operational agility is improved.

With Accenture Clone and Test for Cloud, your data is anonymized and stored safely and securely in SAP’s data centers. Ready for ongoing post go-live testing and application error resolution.

And with a subscription-based model, you only pay for the contracted period.

Join our growing list of satisfied customers. We serve over 1,500 customers in more than 40 countries with our HCM software portfolio and are an early mover in SAP HANA Cloud Platform solutions.